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Get Involved!
During these unprecedented times, we want to hear all about what you've been getting
up to with your time. Whether it's starting a new skill or a story to tell, we want to hear
from you!

Send in any pictures, articles and stories to get featured on the
monthly newsletter to Adam.f@care-network.org.uk

Thought for Today

Before you speak, let
your words pass
through three gates :
Is it true ?
Is it necessary ?
Is it kind?

A day in the life of a Help at
Home Coordinator
To start with I have quickly learnt there are no
typical days in this job and to expect the
unexpected at anytime!
I usually start with a pick me up cuppa and then get
cracking on checking emails and updating client
records. On Tuesdays it’s my day to be at
Hinchingbrooke Hospital and this includes meeting
the ward clerks on the various wards, seeing the
Discharge Planning Team, Social Workers and
Occupational Therapists to get our face out there
and to see if any new referrals are coming our way.
Depending on what they might have for us, I would
then undertake a ward visit and meet the clients
prior to discharge to see if there is anything we can
do to make their homes safe and comfy for their
return.
In the afternoon, I often have clients to see, this
could include supporting the delivery of equipment
like hand rails, walking frames or even a commode
or two! I would then go and support client’s who
need shopping or I might need to sign post to our
Wellbeing Team for emotional and befriending
support. I have also been involved in a deep clean or
two too!

A day in the life of a Help at
Home Coordinator (continued)
The key to my job is to be friendly, compassionate,
responsive and show our clients that they are very
important to us and that no job is too much
trouble. At times it can get stressful and we would
not be human if we did not feel concern for our
client’s welfare but we are here to do a job to the
best of our abilities and the sense of satisfaction
when you know you have made a difference to
someone’s lives is pretty special and unique.
In terms of relaxing out of work, I do lots of crazy
things with my kids, Go Ape, golf football and zip
wiring and I love to walk and chat to friends. It
helps me unwind and feel connected with loved
ones.

Thank you Pauline

Wellbeing Tip
When you feel stuck:
Keep going
one breath
one moment at a time.
There is alot more movement
taking place within your
story
than you may currently realize

REGAIN CONTROL

Do you:
· live in Fenland?
· have Type 1 or Type 2 Diabetes?
· feel overwhelmed & confused?
· want to access face to face, online or peer to peer
support?
· want support regarding fitness, health, health &
wellbeing, confidence?
The Regain Control project is here to support individuals
living with Diabetes to take control of their condition,
whether you need access to online support and learning,
fitness and lifestyle opportunities or peer support, we
are here to help you.
If you would like more information on the Regain
Control project, please contact Mandy on 07540 240139
or
mandy.b@care-network.org.uk

Be Happy

Be in the moment

The Albram Car Scheme
The ALBRAM Car Scheme is a volunteer service operating under the
auspices of the joint GP practice in Alconbury and Brampton. It aims to
help patients registered at either Surgery to travel to their medical
appointments where, for whatever reason, they are permanently or
temporarily unable to do so by public transport.
The Scheme has recently restarted its services after more than a year’s
furlough due to the COVID-19 pandemic. It is a convenient time to recall
its beginnings and to recognise the contributions made by its drivers,
organisers and other supporters over the years.
Back in 1984, Dr Robert (Bob) Berrington, MBE, together with Dr Paul
Sackin and Dr Barbara Churms, invited all registered patients to consider
the formation of what he termed a “Patients’ Participation Group” within
the Practice. It is worth noting that Bob Berrington was considered one of
the foremost general practitioners, GP educators, and GP leaders of his
generation.
At that first meeting it was decided that the main purpose for this new
group was to look at transportation needs for patients, but also focus on
support for specific illnesses, presenting lectures in first-aid, accessing
grants from councils and developing communication channels to its
patients.
Within a month, the “ALBRAM Patients’ Group” was formally established.
(ALBRAM is an abbreviation taken from ALconbury and BRAMpton). At its
first official meeting on 30th July 1984, a temporary Chairman, Secretary
and Treasurer were appointed and the ALBRAM Surgeries Car Scheme
came into being.

The Albram Car Scheme
Documents still in our possession record the names of the main
committee members but sadly we can only guess at the number of
drivers and other volunteers who have helped keep the scheme going
over the years. We currently have about 30 active drivers and we do
know that some of our current and recent drivers have been
volunteering for over 20 years.
At our peak in 2019, we calculated that our drivers had done a
sufficient number of miles to get all the way to Japan. We joked with
them then that, in 2020, they would hopefully do enough miles to get
back again. In hindsight, not a very funny remark.
In the year from April 2019 to March 2020, when the Scheme was
suspended, our pool of 30 Drivers provided almost 1000 journeys
across the County.
With demand for our support steadily rising once more, it is good to
be able to help members of our community again. We know how much
this is appreciated by the patients and how much they value the
continuing efforts of our generous volunteer drivers.

Sue Summerfield
Coordinator (Brampton)
ALBRAM Surgeries’ Car Scheme
Add a subheading

Feedback
Volunteering

"It was a pleasure talking to you yesterday. I will be forever
grateful for you and all the volunteers. It takes a special kind of
people to help and care about total strangers.
Much obliged to you all for being there in my time of need"

Project Catalyst volunteering
opportunity
Do you live in Cambridgeshire or
Peterborough and want to lend a hand in
your local community ?

Webllbeing Support

CONTACT US
03300 945750
or email wellbeing@care-network.org.uk
• Community Navigator Wellbeing
Service
• Project Catalyst Back on Track
• Project Catalyst Check and Chat
• Project Catalyst Trusted Friends

Get in contact to learn more

